
25 Home Decor Accents Featuring Colored
Floss Ribbonwork
Home decor is an essential aspect of creating a comfortable and visually
appealing living space. Whether you're looking to spruce up your bedroom, living
room, or any other area of your home, incorporating colored floss ribbonwork can
add a unique and charming touch to your interior design.

1. Colorful Pillow Covers

Transform your plain pillows into eye-catching displays with stunning colored floss
ribbonwork covers. Choose vibrant hues that match your existing decor or opt for
contrasting colors to make a bold statement.

2. Embellished Lampshades

Add a touch of elegance to your lighting fixtures with ribbonwork-adorned
lampshades. Positioned strategically, these accessories can create soft and
romantic ambiances in any room.
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3. Floral Wall Hangings

Bring the beauty of nature indoors with ribbonwork floral wall hangings. These
intricate artworks can instantly breathe life into your living space, adding a touch
of color and serenity to your walls.

4. Curtain Tiebacks

Upgrade your curtains by incorporating ribbonwork tiebacks. These decorative
elements not only keep your curtains in place but also add a delightful twist to
your window treatments.

5. Table Runners

Dress up your dining table with a beautifully crafted ribbonwork table runner.
Enhance your mealtime experience by introducing colorful and intricate designs
to your table setting.

6. Throw Pillow Accents

If you want to add a pop of color to your sofa or armchair, consider adorning your
throw pillows with ribbonwork accents. These small details can greatly enhance
the visual appeal of your seating area.

7. Decorative Baskets

Utilize ribbonwork to embellish plain woven baskets. Whether used for storage or
as decorative elements themselves, these baskets can provide a stylish and
functional addition to your home decor.

8. Wall Art Frames
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Add a touch of elegance to your framed art pieces by incorporating ribbonwork
frames. These exquisite details can transform your artwork into captivating focal
points on your walls.

9. Coasters

Protect your surfaces while adding a touch of charm with ribbonwork-coated
coasters. These small and practical accents can infuse your living space with
vibrant colors and intricate designs.

10. Embroidered Curtains

Elevate the look of your windows by hanging embroidered curtains featuring
colored floss ribbonwork. These unique window treatments can completely
transform the ambiance of your rooms.

11. Hanging Mobiles

Introduce a touch of whimsy to your home with ribbonwork hanging mobiles.
These decorative pieces can add a playful element to any room, providing visual
interest and movement.

12. Kitchen Towel Accents

Brighten up your kitchen space by adding ribbonwork accents to your towels.
These small details can make a big difference, turning everyday items into
delightful decor elements.

13. Doily Embellishments

Incorporate ribbonwork onto your doilies to create charming decorative accents.
Whether used under vases, on side tables, or as small mats, these embellished
doilies can enhance your home's overall aesthetic.



14. Bath Mat Borders

Add a touch of luxury to your bathroom with ribbonwork borders on your bath
mats. These intricate details can transform an ordinary mat into a stylish focal
point.

15. Window Valances

Create a polished and sophisticated look in your windows by incorporating
ribbonwork valances. These decorative fabric accents can add a touch of
elegance to any window treatment.

16. Embroidered Wall Hangings

Make a statement with ribbonwork embroidered wall hangings. From bold
designs to intricate patterns, these unique pieces of art can become the center of
attention in any room.

17. Bookmarks

Add a touch of creativity to your reading experience with ribbonwork bookmarks.
Whether you're an avid reader or looking for a thoughtful gift, these crafted
accessories can bring joy to any reading material.

18. Throw Blanket Accents

Cozy up your space by adding ribbonwork accents to your throw blankets. These
decorative details can elevate the look and feel of your seating area, making it
even more inviting.

19. Embellished Picture Frames

Display your cherished memories in ribbonwork-adorned picture frames. These
stunning frames can add a touch of nostalgia and sophistication to your wall



displays.

20. Door Wreaths

Welcome your guests with ribbonwork-embellished door wreaths. These unique
and eye-catching accents can instantly enhance the curb appeal of your home.

21. Desk Organizers

Create a stylish and organized workspace by incorporating ribbonwork into your
desk organizers. These crafted accents can bring a touch of personality to your
office environment.

22. Embroidered Cushion Covers

Enhance your comfort while adding beauty to your space with ribbonwork
embroidered cushion covers. These intricately designed pieces can complement
any seating area in your home.

23. Decorative Wall Clocks

Make a statement with ribbonwork-decorated wall clocks. These functional yet
artistic pieces can serve as stand-alone decor items while also helping you keep
track of time.

24. Lampshade Trims

Transform ordinary lampshades into extraordinary pieces by adding ribbonwork
trims. These decorative accents can add a touch of elegance and refinement to
your lighting fixtures.

25. Embroidered Tablecloths



Elevate your dining experience by using embroidered tablecloths featuring
colored floss ribbonwork. These stunning table coverings can create a luxurious
and inviting atmosphere.

By incorporating colored floss ribbonwork into these 25 home decor accents, you
can bring an extra touch of beauty and creativity to your living spaces. Embrace
the charm and versatility of ribbonwork to transform your home into a visually
captivating and personalized haven.
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Through her unconventional experimentation with ribbon, author and designer
Denise Giles has formulated an enchanting combination - the texture of traditional
candlewicking with the classic beauty of silk ribbon. Replace the heavy cotton
threads with delicate flosses, silken or metallic threads, and pearl cotton;
substitute the white cotton fabric within linen, woven, muslin, or even color
fabrics; add beautiful ribbon embroidery accents, and needle artists are left with
this fresh new twist to an age-old needlework hobby.
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Encompassing contemporary candlewicking fitting for today's home decor, 31
original patterns complete with color diagrams and step-by-step photographs are
worked into 29 projects. Greet guests in the entryway with a welcoming coat rack;
gather the family around the kitchen table with a warm, hearty meal with
placemats and napkins; retreat to where the outdoors come in with dragonfly
pillows, butterfly trays, and flower frames.
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